
Josiah Company declaration by Clay Nash 

 

Lord, in the turning of our nation, I declare the reign of the Josiah Company is 

building momentum. We declare that injustice is being uncovered and will be 

exposed to the point of crumbling before our eyes. We declare that the Angel 

Armies have waited for the Josiah Company to be activated and to activate the 

Angel Army to greatest level of righteous battle ever knows in history. We declare 

as the Ekklesia continues to come into battle formation as the legislative branch of 

God’s church there will be exposure of corruption and injustice. We declare the 

The Josiah Company is putting away childish things and thinking and embracing 

the maturity that only comes through surrender and humility.  We declare that as 

The Josiah Company decrees “Hear now the word of the Lord” there will be a 

shaking as bones come fitly joined together. We declare that 2024 will set in 

motion the roar of God’s authority throughout this covenant land. We declare that 

the many standing in the valley of decision will march forth settled in their hearts 

that God’s yes is their yes and God’s no is their no.  We declare that this 

exceedingly mighty Army will partner on New Levels with the Angel Armies of 

Heaven thus putting disorder and confusion on the sideline under penalty. We 

declare that the forward formation of the Josiah Company will result in 

Reformation and the remaining fruit will be Transformation. We declare this next 

12 months the stoney hearts will be replaced by hearts turned to God and will 

become fleshy hearts of surrender. We declare God will fill the mouths of the 

surrendered with words of life, words of creation, words of order, words of healing, 

words that will establish order, and our words as the Josiah Company will become 

a sound heard around the world. We declare a new level of faith will come in 2024 

that will establish God’s authority as the roar that brings conviction and strikes fear 

into the hearts of the rebellious causing the indifference they hold against God and 

His righteous people to be dissolved and released through repentance. We declare 

to the Josiah Company they will prophesy to the dry bones of their region and 

territory “Hear now the word of the Lord.” 


